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Abstract—Modern software systems interact with multiple 3rd
party dependencies such as the OS file system, libraries, databa-
ses or remote services. To verify these interactions, developers
write so-called “integration tests” that exercise the software
within a specific environment. These tests are not only difficult
to write as their environment is complicated, but they are also
brittle because changes outside the code (i.e., in the environment)
might make them fail unexpectedly. Integration tests are thus
underused whereas they could help find many more issues.
We hence propose CAMP, a tool that amplifies an existing
integration test by exploring variations of the given environment.
The tests that CAMP generates alter the services orchestration,
the software stacks, the individual components’ configuration or
any combination thereof. We used CAMP to amplify tests from
the Sphinx and Atom open-source projects, and in both cases, we
were able to spot undocumented issues related to incompatible
environments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Integration tests assess the interaction between our code
and 3rd party components [1] such as file systems, databases,
libraries or services to name a few. Besides the system under
test (SUT), integration tests also include its environment, that
is, all these 3rd party components the SUT interacts with, di-
rectly or indirectly. They differ from unit tests, which exercise
small fragments of code in isolation from this environment.
We focus here on the integration of the SUT in its execution
environment, and do not restrict ourselves to the integration
of sub-components of the SUT.

Integration tests are however not a silver bullet: they take
more time to write and run, and are more brittle than unit
tests. Configuring the whole environment, including network,
database servers (initialised with users, databases, tables, and
possibly data), remote service stubs and the likes remains
tedious and error prone. Provisioning it, even when automated
with scripts, may take minutes for every run. Worse, integra-
tion tests may fail because of changes outside our project:
library versions no longer available/compatible or changes in
3rd party services application programming interfaces (API)
or behaviour.

We found tools however that can help developers with inte-
gration tests such as Tox, RVM, Travis CI or GreenKeeper.io
(see Section III). While they help developers automate changes
in specific parts of the environment, they fail to provide a
systematic and technology-agnostic solution for integration
tests.

As a result, integration tests remain only used for specific
parts of the system, either because the technologies at play
make it easy, or because they are likely to bring “return on
investment”.

We describe below CAMP, a technology-agnostic tool to
amplify existing integration tests. Given tests, a template
environment as well as a description of the desired variations
of the environment, CAMP generates, deploys, executes and
collects test reports for all possible environment variants. Va-
riations may alter service orchestrations, software stacks, local
dependencies to 3rd party libraries as well as any configuration
files. CAMP uses modern constraint-solving techniques to
compute all possible environments. As for the test execution,
CAMP relies on the Docker platform to quickly provision,
execute and decommission the many environment variants.

We used CAMP to amplify the tests of two large open
source projects: namely the Sphinx1 documentation generator
for Python and the Atom2 text editor. In both cases, CAMP
revealed unexpected incompatibilities, as the tests it had ge-
nerated failed unexpectedly.

We structured the rest of this paper as follows. In Section II,
we first illustrate the challenges of integration testing on a Java
web service. In Section III, we then summarise why CAMP
surpasses the existing tools we have found that can help with
integration testing. In Section IV we outlook the inputs and
outputs of CAMP, before Section V where we detail how
we used constraint solving techniques to enumerate all the
possible variations of the environment. Next, in Section VI,
we briefly touch upon the CAMP implementation using the
container Docker technology. In Section VII we report how
CAMP helped us spot unknown issues in existing open source
projects, before we highlights future CAMP evolutions in
Section VIII.

II. MOTIVATIONS

Consider for example the case of a Java web service shown
on Figure 1. A simple integration test, deployed on a separate
node, emits a first request to create a new user, and a second
one to retrieve this very user’s details, checking for consistency
issues. The hashed boxes show all the components that make
the environment of this test: the MySQL3 database server and
its underlying operating system, the Tomcat servlet container4

and the underlying OS and Java runtime environment (JRE),
as well as the JRE and OS that support the execution of test
itself.

This test however only verifies the behaviour of our service
in a single specific environment. First, we could modify the

1See http://www.sphinx-doc.org/en/master/
2See https://github.com/atom/atom
3See https://mysql.com
4See http://tomcat.apache.org/
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Fig. 1. An integration test for a simple Java web service and the many
components of its environment (hashed boxes).

configuration of the components in this environment. We
could for instance allocate more threads for Tomcat, more
or less heap memory for the JRE, etc. Next, we could use
different versions of these components, say version 6, 7 or 8
of the Tomcat servlet container. The same holds for the JRE,
the MySQL server and the OS. Finally, we could even use
alternative products that offer the same services/functionality:
Glassfish instead of Tomcat, MariaDB5 instead of MySQL or
the OpenJDK6 instead of the standard Oracle JDK. These va-
riations quickly lead to more than 200 possible environments.

Having confidence that our software correctly operates in
various environment matters. When we deploy remote servi-
ces, we will eventually have to test alternative environment
that account for new bug fixes and security patches. When our
services are deployed on our customers’ premises, integration
tests account for their most likely execution environments.
The same holds for libraries and desktop/mobile applications
whose execution environment may greatly vary from one
installation to the next.

III. RELATED WORK

We found several services and tools that help developers
with integration tests. We review them below and explain what
CAMP provides that they miss.

Travis7 is a continuous integration service (CI), free for
open-source projects. Travis offers a “build matrix” that lets
users define multiple values for the build settings. Travis then
computes all possible sets of settings and triggers one build
for each accordingly. As opposed to CAMP, the Travis build
matrix only enables changes in the component configuration
and to the underlying software stacks to some extent, but it
fails to vary the complete service orchestration.

In the Javascript ecosystem, we found GreenKeeper.io8, a
service that helps check compatibility with newer versions of
the libraries we use. When one library releases a new version,
GreenKeeper automatically runs all our tests against this new

5See https://mariadb.org/
6See https://openjdk.java.net/
7See https://travis-ci.org
8See https://greenkeeper.io/

version. If any fails, it posts a new issue to let developers
know about this new incompatibility. As opposed to CAMP,
GreenKeeper focuses only on component-level configuration
(i.e., library dependencies) and tackles neither software stacks
nor service orchestrations.

In the Python ecosystem, we found Tox9, a tool that allows
developers to run their tests on multiple versions of Python.
Tox also allows developers to run tests against multiple sets of
dependencies, but does not support other type of environmental
changes, such as change of OS, change of software stacks or
service orchestration, as CAMP does.

In the Ruby eco-system, we found the Ruby version ma-
nager (RVM)10, a tool that lets you switch between multiple
versions of the Ruby interpreter. It also supports running tests
against them in a very similar fashion to Tox, and hence suffers
the same limitations.

Regarding automatic configurations generation, several re-
cent works have addressed this issue in terms of non functional
properties such as performance. For example, Guo et al. [2]
developed a method that generates a sample of configurations
from which statistical models can be fitted and used to predict
performance of new unseen configurations. In their experi-
mental settings, they considered single version systems. For
example, a video encoder with several tunable parameters that
affect encoding time. In this context, a configuration consists
of a selection of values for the parameters for a fixed version
of the system under study. Finding the optimal configuration
with respect to a given objective function (e.g., encoding
time) is time consuming because all possible configurations
need to be tested. To address this, Kaltenecker et al. [3]
proposed a distance-based sampling technique that find a
sample of representative configurations with good coverage of
the configuration space. In this case they also evaluated single
version systems. By contrast, CAMP generates configurations
across parameters and components with different versions.
This makes CAMP suitable for both functional and non-
functional tests on more complex systems that potentially can
allow developers to gain insights not just on performance but
also on component interactions and versions compatibility,
the latter one being the focus of the evaluation detailed in
Section VII.

From a practical point of view, testing all the possible
configurations is often impossible [4]. For example, Travis
imposes that build matrices does not describe more than 200
configurations. Four variables with four values each, or five
variables with 3 values each would already produce more than
200 configurations. Selecting representative configurations is
such an important concern that has been studied in the
Software Product Line (SPL) community [5]. For example,
t-wise testing [6], [7] is a systematic approach to cover all
interactions between t features. For example, 2-wise testing
ensures that all possible pairs of features will be tested. SPL
testing techniques often assume an explicit and centralized

9See https://tox.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
10See https://rvm.io/
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model, often a feature diagram, describing the variability and
constraints of the whole product line. This model makes it
possible to implement advanced algorithms able to minimize
the number of configurations needed for t-wise testing. CAMP
does not assume the existence of this explicit model and
relies on a constraint-solver to help developers design and run
experiments.

IV. OVERVIEW

As shown in Figure 2, CAMP accepts two main inputs: a test
template and a variation model. The test template is a directory
that contains the complete system under test (SUT), which can
be deployed on the Docker technology. It includes source code,
configuration scripts, and any piece of information one needs
to run the system under test. The variation model is a YAML
file that describes selected environment variations and how to
modify the template accordingly. Developers manually write
them, based on their knowledge of the SUT and of the most
likely (or sensitive) environments.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the CAMP architecture

Equipped with these two pieces of knowledge CAMP first
converts the variation model into a constraint satisfaction
problem and then uses a solver to obtain all possible con-
figurations. Then, CAMP realizes each solution the solver
yielded: it copies the template and then modifies it in order to
obtain new “deployable” environments. CAMP then triggers
the container engine to run the tests, collects test reports and
produces an aggregated report explaining what tests failed in
which configurations.

V. AMPLIFYING INTEGRATION TESTS

We define an integration test as a test that assesses the
interaction of the SUT with at least one of its 3rd party depen-
dencies, be it the file system, the underlying application server,
a database or a remote service. The web service we introduced
in Section II (cf. Figure 1) illustrates small scale integration
tests. At the other end of this spectrum, an acceptance test that
fully replicates the production environment, including HTTP
proxies, clustered databases, multiple business services, is also

an integration test. What changes here is the environment
where the SUT executes.

To amplify a test, CAMP generates many variations of the
environment where CAMP deploys the SUT but still executes
the same test. Provided we know what this environment con-
sists of, what are its “moving parts” and how these parts may
vary, we can then explore the space of possible environments,
and in turn, generate alternative “integration tests”. In our web
service example (see Section II), we can generate a new test
by switching from one version of MySQL to another (say
from MySQL 5.6 to MySQL 8.0). Any change to the SUT’s
environment yields a new integration test.

We have identified three dimensions along which one can
modify the environment in which an integration test executes :
Changes in the service orchestration; changes in the software
stack underlying any service; changes in the configuration of
any component of any software stack. We describe how we
capture these possible changes in the variation model in the
following subsections.

Why not use a feature model: Feature models have been
used extensively to model variations. Our model however goes
beyond selecting variants in a list. Our variations lay in the
way we assemble components. Depending on their provided
and required interfaces, there may be multiple ways to bind the
same components together. As opposed to feature models, our
model relies on the type-instance pattern [8]: the solver finds
all possible assemblies of instances that satisfies the constraints
defined at the type level.

A. Changes in the Service Orchestration

At the coarsest level, software systems include multiple
remote services that are deployed on separate network nodes.
Each service has a specific API, that is, the operations it offers
as well as the data structures it consumes and produces.

Our first variation is therefore to modify how we chain our
services together. We can replace a service by any other that
complies to the same API, possibly inducing further changes
downstream. In our web service example (see Figure 1), we
could replace MySQL by MariaDB. This would replace the
whole network node where the database service is running
and not only the database component running on top of the
OS.

Figure 3 shows how our variation model captures changes in
service orchestrations. The SUT environment is made of com-
ponents, which may offer and require services. We abstracted
away services’ APIs and we assume that two services whose
names match are compatible. From there, we can describe
a particular service orchestration as a graph of component
instances (grey classes in Figure 3). The Typing invariant
restricts connections to instances that provide and require
the same service. The IsFunction invariant avoids pending
services: Each instance has exactly one specific partner defined
for every service its definition requires. The NoCycle invariant
rules out cycles in the graph of dependencies between instan-
ces.
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Fig. 3. CAMP’s model of service orchestrations (MOF class diagram with
OCL constraints).

B. Changes in Software Stacks

Services however do not run in a vacuum, they run on top of
dedicated software stacks that include local dependencies such
as application servers, local libraries or 3rd party tools that
must be available on the same node. In our variation model,
we see these dependencies as other kinds of component that
may vary as well.

In our web service example (see Figure 1), we could replace
for instance the Tomcat servlet container by a different version
or by an alternative, say by Glassfish for example. This would
affect the software stack on top of which our web service runs,
but would preserve the rest of the stack (JRE and OS).
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Fig. 4. CAMP’s model of software stacks (MOF class diagram, with OCL
constraints). The Component and Instance classes refer to those shown in
Figure 3.

We model these software stacks using features, as shown on
Figure 4. A component (possibly a service, but not necessarily)
may offer or demand features. To obtain a valid configuration,
one must hence bind every instance whose definition demands
specific features to another instance that offers them. The deri-
ved property named “offers” defines these offered features the
transitive closure of all the features offered by the underlying
feature providers, beneath in the stack. The Typing constraint
ensures components lay on top of stacks that collectively offer
all the features they require.

C. Changes in the Components’ Configuration

At the finest level, the SUT environment may vary because
of specific components’ configuration options. These may be
parameters in configuration files, such as number of threads al-
located, database connection details or network configuration,
to name a few.

In our web service example (see Figure 1), we would for
instance alter the configuration of the Tomcat servlet container
and set a different capacity for its thread pool. We could as
well temper with the number of database connections, the
amount of heap memory allocated to the underlying JRE, the
garbage collection algorithm, etc.

As shown in Figure 5, we model these variations by adding
variables to components. Each variable (whose name must
be unique within a component) specifies the values it accepts,
either as an enumeration or as a range. We equipped instances
with a configuration that maps every variable specified in
their definition (i.e., the related component) to its actual value.
The IsFunction invariant ensures every instance have a value
defined for every variable its definition carries. The IsValid
invariant makes sure this value belongs to the domain of the
associated variable.

D. Exploration of Possible Environments

Given this variation model (see figures 3, 4 and 5) that
captures all possible variations in the service orchestration,
in the software stacks and in the components’ configuration,
CAMP then generates a constraint satisfaction problem and
uses a solver to compute all possible environments.

Building all possible environments boils down to finding
all possible graphs of instances (object instantiated from grey
classes in figures 3, 4 and 5) that satisfy all the constraints
listed above. Given the “definitions” specified by the user in
the variation model (i.e., the white classes in figures 3, 4 and
5), the constraint solver (cf. Figure 2) attempts to complete
the underlying object model by instantiating the grey classes
until all constraints are satisfied. The white and grey classes
implement a type-instance pattern [8].

Variations Coverage: In most cases, a few variation
points yield a combinatorial explosion of the number of
possible environments. Returning to the Java web service
example of Section II, testing multiple versions of MySQL
(say versions 5.6, 5.7 and 8.0), multiple versions of Tomcat
(say 7, 8.0, 8.5 and 9.0) as well as multiple versions of the
underlying Java runtime environment (JRE, say versions 6,
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Fig. 5. CAMP’s model of components’ detailed configuration (MOF class
diagram with OCL constraints). The Component and Instance classes refer to
those already shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

7 and 8) already results in 36 configurations, though there
remain many other parameters of interest, such as thread
pool size, database connections pool size, maximum memory
allocated to the JRE, etc.

To reduce the number of tests and speed up the feedback to
the developers, CAMP applies existing combinatorial testing
techniques. CAMP can compute covering arrays [9] and
output a smaller number of configurations, where each single
options is selected at least once. In the previous example, four
configurations suffice to test at least once every version of
every component (i.e., MySQL, Tomcat and JRE).

To synthesise covering arrays, CAMP continuously modifies
the problem given to the solver. Each time the solver finds
a solution, CAMP adjusts the given problem to ensure that
the next solution does belong to the covering array. In our
Java example, once the solver has found a possible solution
(say using MySQL 5.6 and Tomcat 7), CAMP will add a new
constraint to the original model in order to rule out any other
configurations using both MySQL 5.6 and Tomcat 7.

E. Generation of Modified Environments

Once the solver has produced all possible environments,
CAMP realizes them and derives actual configuration files
from the given SUT template.

To do so, the user must have specified in the variation
model actions associated with decisions made by the constraint
solver. In the current version, shown by Figure 6 only variables
can be equipped with such actions.
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Realization
Actionrealization

0..*

Substitution

targets: OrderedSet(String)
pattern: String
replacements: Sequence(String)

Selection

candidates: OrderedSet(String)
destination: String

Fig. 6. Realization actions to enable the derivation of new environments from
the SUT template

We support so far two actions, namely text substitution
and resource selection. A text substitution allows CAMP to
replace all occurrences of a pattern in a file with a replacement
that varies according to the value selected for the variable. A
resource selection allows CAMP to choose among alternative
files or directories.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

As anticipated in Figure 2, CAMP relies on a constraint sol-
ver to enumerate all possible environments and on a container
engine to execute test in these new environments.

CAMP11 is a open-source Python application released under
the MIT license. At the time of writing, CAMP (v0.4.1)
uses the Microsoft Z312 solver and Docker13 as a container
engine, but other technologies are possible in principle. CAMP
hence requires service orchestrations be described as docker-
compose files.

As explained in Section V-B, CAMP can modify software
stacks. CAMP thus requires every component of a stack
come with a separate Dockerfile. The structure of stacks
lends itself easily to Dockerfile. Each Dockerfile refers to a
starting Docker image (specified by the FROM statement) and,
when executed, it yields a new Docker image. To modify a
software stack initially described in the SUT template, CAMP
modifies these FROM statements to impose the alternative stack
structures chosen by the constraint solver.

In our experience, the challenge in using CAMP comes
from the need to breakdown “monolithic” dockerfiles and
to ensure every moving part gets its own Dockerfile. This
requires to understand and refactor the installation procedure,

11See https://stamp-project.github.io/camp/
12See https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3
13See https://docker.io
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and remains manual and error prone. CAMP can then assemble
these Dockerfiles according to the configurations found by the
Z3 solver.

As for the inputs, the user write down its variation model
is a YAML file, whereas the template deployment comes as
a directory whose structure must adhere to the components
listed in the variation model.

Listing 1 shows an excerpt of the variation model used
for our Java example. The complete example is avai-
lable at https://github.com/STAMP-project/camp/tree/master/
samples/java. We simplified our Java example to hold in a
column. There are only two components: a tests that runs in a
separate container and the “greeting” service that run on top of
Tomcat. We specified possible values for the “tomcat” variable
and the associated realization. Depending on the value selected
by the solver, CAMP will used a different replacements when
it finds the selected pattern.

goals:
running:
- IntegrationTests

components:

tests:
provides_services: [ IntegrationTests ]
requires_services: [ Greetings ]
implementation:
docker:

file: tests/Dockerfile
tests:

command: mvn -B test
reports:

format: junit
location: target/surefire-reports
pattern: .xml

greetings:
provides_services: [ Greetings ]
variables:

tomcat:
values: [ v7, v8, v9 ]
realization:
- targets: [ greetings/Dockerfile ]

pattern: "tomcat:8-jre8"
replacements:

- tomcat:7-jre8
- tomcat:8-jre8
- tomcat:9-jre8

implementation:
docker:

file: greetings/Dockerfile

Listing 1. Variation model to use alternative versions of Tomcat underlying
a Java web service

VII. EVALUATION

We report below how CAMP helped find hidden depen-
dencies to the environment in existing open-source projects.
We applied CAMP on two real systems: Sphinx, mostly
implemented in Python, and Atom, mostly implemented in
NodeJS. We used CAMP to amplify the direct and non-explicit
dependencies of those two projects.

A direct dependency refers to a library, seen as a black-
box, which is required to build the source-code. This library
may itself have dependencies, which we refer to as indirect
dependencies for the source code under investigation, and
which we consider out of scope in our experiment.

For a given dependency, say color as used in Atom,
an explicit version number refers to a specific release, say
1.0.2. An implicit version number resolves to an arbitrary
number of explicit versions, and is typically specified as an
interval, or a combination of intervals. For example, an implicit
version v for color could be described as A� 1.0.1 and @ 2.
This would resolve to versions 1.0.1, 1.0.2 and 1.0.3,
as shown in Figure 7. Even though the interval is open and
theoretically infinite, it will always resolve, at any given time,
to a finite number of versions, bound by the latest release.

Fig. 7. Screen-shot of https://semver.npmjs.com/ using color package with
interval >=1.0.1 <2. This resolves to versions 1.0.1, 1.0.2 and 1.0.3

We selected these two use-cases as two representatives of
a large number of open-source projects, which comply to the
following requirements:

Y Large, popular, and open-source. The Sphinx Github
repository contains more than 13 000 commits and more
than 100 releases, available under a custom open-source
license. It has been starred by more than 2 500 users.
The Atom Github repository contains more than 36 000
commits and more than 500 releases, available under the
MIT license. It has been starred by more than 48 000
users.

Y Relies on any number of direct dependencies, any number
of them being non-explicit about their version numbers.
Sphinx declares 16 direct dependencies, 7 of them having
implicit version numbers. Atom declares more 154 direct
dependencies, 35 of which have implicit version numbers.

Y Is, or can easily be, packaged and tested in a Docker
container.

Our hypothesis is that for a high-enough number of direct
dependencies with implicit versions, it is very likely to find
at least a configuration of the system that is valid according
to the specifications, but fails the quality assurance (QA)
requirements.

We claim that CAMP can facilitate the design and operation
of experiments aiming at investigating this hypothesis, or
similar hypothesis related to integration testing.

https://github.com/STAMP-project/camp/tree/master/samples/java
https://github.com/STAMP-project/camp/tree/master/samples/java


A. Experiment with Atom

Atom is “a hackable text editor, built on Electron”, mostly
implemented in JavaScript (Node.JS) and CSS/HTML. The
source code for Atom v1.36.1, released on the 25th of April
2019, relies on 35 dependencies with implicit version numbers.

1) Setup: Out of the 35 implicit dependencies needed by
Atom and defined in the package.json, we selected 12
dependencies, ignoring all internal dependencies (dependen-
cies to other Atom sub-modules) and ignoring dependencies
related to the test infrastructure. In other words, we focused
this experiment on the external dependencies provided by 3rd
parties and used by Atom’s core logic.

Each of those dependencies resolves to at least two versions,
and up to 18 versions. We described them in the CAMP
variation model (about 170 lines). Altogether, those 12 implicit
dependencies yield more than 150 million configurations (i.e.,
the product of the number of valid versions for the different
dependencies). Our hypothesis states that at least one will fail
the QA requirements: It will fail more tests than the latest
release of Atom (v1.36.1), which failed 0 tests.

Obviously, testing all those 150 million configurations is
impractical. We thus run camp generate in coverage
mode (cf. Section V-D), so as to drastically reduce the
number of configurations, while still ensuring that each and
every version for each and every dependency (selected in our
experiment) is instantiated in at least one configuration. This
yielded 21 configurations, only.

2) Results: Figure 8 exposes a view on the test results
for the 21 configurations generated by CAMP. The different
axes corresponds to the 12 dependencies considered in the
experiment. A point on a given axis corresponds to a specific
version of that dependency. Versions are in ascending order
starting from the center. Points read as follows:

Y A grey cross indicates that all configurations where this
specific version of that library was involved have failed
while executing the tests. We observe that 4 dependencies
have such grey crosses for some of their versions. In total,
7 configurations out of the 21 generated by CAMP have
raised an error during testing, which resulted in no test
report.

Y A plain circle indicates that all configurations where
this specific version of that library was involved could
execute all tests without raising any error. However, those
configurations failed to successfully pass all the tests. For
example, none of the configurations relying on the three
most recent versions of the marked dependency, were
able to pass all the tests. In total 12 configurations out of
the 21 have failed some tests.

Y An emphasized circle (a plain circle, doubled by a larger
blue circle) indicates that at least one configuration where
this specific version of that library was involved has
successfully passed all the tests. For example, at least
one configuration including the latest versions of yargs,
glob or minimatch. In total, only 2 configurations out
of the 21 were able to pass all the tests.

Fig. 8. Test results for the 21 Atom configurations. Axes represent libraries
and circles specific versions in ascending order starting from the center. A
cross indicates that all configurations using that library version failed during
testing. Circles with a blue border indicate that at least one configuration
passed all the tests where this version was present. A circle with no border
means that any configuration involving that version passed all tests.

By generating 21 configurations (out of 150 million possible
configurations), CAMP was able to verify our hypothesis: 19
configurations out of 21 do not comply to QA requirements,
though they all adhere to the developers’ specifications.

A detailed discussion about how to improve the quality
of those specifications is out of the scope for this paper,
and beyond the scope of CAMP itself. Assuming there is no
interaction between those libraries, emphasized circles mean
that those specific versions of those specific libraries are safe
to use. Other types of points in Figure 8 cannot, and should
not, be interpreted too hastily. For example, a grey cross does
not necessarily mean that this version of that dependency is
responsible for producing an error during the test procedures.
Intuitively, one can observe there is 11 of those grey crosses,
for only 7 configurations producing an error. However, the fact
that only four dependencies have versions with grey crosses
implies that those four dependencies can explain all the 7
configuration that yielded errors, which made it impossible to
complete the testing procedure. Those fours dependencies, and
how their implicit versions are declared, certainly would need
more attention from the developers. A more refined experiment
focusing on those dependencies could help developers in
figuring out which one (or ones) of those dependencies is/are
the actual culprit(s).

B. Experiment with Sphinx

Sphinx is a tool to create documentation for Python projects,
mostly implemented in Python. The source code for Sphinx
v2.0.1, released on the 8th of April 2019, relies on 7
dependencies with implicit version numbers.

1) Setup: Each of the 7 dependencies with implicit version
numbers resolves to at least two versions, and up to 20



versions. We described these in a variation model of about 140
lines. Altogether, those 7 implicit dependencies yield 402 300
configurations i.e., the product of the number of valid versions
for the different dependencies. Our hypothesis states that at
least one will fail the QA requirements: Some will fail more
tests than the latest release of Sphinx (v2.0.1), which failed 0
tests.

Again, the total number of possible configurations is im-
practical for testing each configuration one by one. We thus
generated a covering array (see Section V-D), yielding 22
configurations, only.

2) Results: Figure 9 exposes a view on the test results
for the 22 configurations generated by CAMP. The different
axes corresponds to the 7 dependencies considered in the
experiment. A point on a given axis corresponds to a specific
version of that dependency. Unlike Atom, all the configura-
tions could be tested i.e., a complete test report could be
generated for all of them. The size of a circle in this graph
corresponds to the percentage of failed tests on all configu-
rations within that dependency and weighted by the number
of versions for that dependency. Some versions being more
present than others in the 22 configurations, this graph should
be interpreted with cautions. We however observe that for a
number of dependencies, for example jinja2, alabaster
and Pygments, the bigger circles tend to concentrate in
the center of the graph, indicating that Sphinx v2.0.1 is no
more compatible with the oldest versions of those libraries,
despite what developers still claim in their specifications.
We also observe the same pattern for request. However,
being the dependency with the most number of versions, it is
hazardous to hypothesize that Sphinx is no more compatible
with older versions of request. Indeed, each version of
request is under-represented compared to other versions
of other libraries, yielding very low statistical evidence to
support any such claim. For docutils, we tend to observe
the opposite pattern: the smallest point being associated with
the oldest version of that libraries, while more recent versions
are involved in more failed tests. This library having only
three versions, each version is well represented in the 22
configurations, so it is reasonable to hypothesize that Sphinx
is not forward compatible with respect to docutils.

In total, for the 22 configurations:

Y Only three configurations were able to pass all tests.
Y Six configurations failed between 15 and 20 tests.
Y The remaining 13 configurations failed between 1 and 5

tests

This supports our hypothesis. Based on those observati-
ons, we conducted a complementary experiment with CAMP
where:

Y We excluded the snowballstemmer dependency, its
two and only two versions being involved in the three
configurations that pass all tests.

Y We excluded the request dependency from this experi-
ment. With 20 possible versions, this dependency would
better be studied in a separate experiment.

Fig. 9. Test results for the 22 Sphinx configurations. Axes represent libraries
and circles specific versions in ascending order starting from the center.
The size of a circle corresponds to the percentage of failed tests on all
configurations within that dependency.

Y We limited the versions of docutils to the two newest
versions, which we suspect to be incompatible with
Sphinx.

Y We limited the versions of the other dependencies to the
2 to 3 oldest versions, which we suspect to be no more
compatible with Sphinx.

This additional experiment, where we generated all possi-
ble environments, yielded 108 configurations. Each of those
configurations failed 19 tests. This tends to confirm what
the original experiment suggested: The newest versions of
docutils and the oldest of other dependencies involved
in the experiment are not compatible with the latest version
of Sphinx. A complementary experiment (oldest version for
docutils, newest versions for others), yielding 81 configu-
rations, showed that all those configurations were able to pass
all tests.

The 22 configurations generated by CAMP were able to
verify our hypothesis. By analysing those configurations, we
devised two experiments, altogether including 189 configurati-
ons. Those configurations, a very small subset of the 402 300
possible configurations, were able to provide knowledge that
the developers of Sphinx could easily use to update the
intervals of their implicit dependencies.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Integration tests are difficult to write and maintain, because
the environment where the SUT executes is complex and
difficult to “freeze” and modify.

We presented CAMP, a tool that amplifies a given integra-
tion test. To do so, CAMP generates alternative environments
for the SUT to run in. The user specifies all variations of
interest in a variation model, which CAMP then converts



into a constraint satisfaction problem in order to build all
the associated environments. Each new test replicates the
original assertions but with the SUT operating in a different
environment. CAMP then relies on container technology to
quickly provision these new environments, which may include
dedicated OS, file system, database, and remote services.
CAMP finally runs the tests and yields an aggregated test
report that indicates which tests failed in which environments.

We then detailed how we amplified the tests of Sphinx and
Atom, two successful open-source projects. In both experi-
ments, CAMP generated new integration tests by yielding new
sets of dependencies that used alternative versions expected to
be compatible. In both cases, the new tests revealed unex-
pected incompatibilities, with some versions of libraries being
actually incompatible.

CAMP is still a work in progress and we are exploring
alternatives realization actions that could ease the writing of
the variation models.

Already, we think CAMP helps developers better leverage
integration testing and, in turn, better understand how their
application is actually coupled to its environment. As we have
started with Sphinx and Atom, we are using CAMP to explore
issue with backward and forward compatibility in open-source
projects.
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